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Belongs to the mezolitic ageu2019s donkey and that he himself belongs to the ironu2019s ageu2019s donkey he adds that the caravan at the fourth row which has no
donkey belongs to silisium or com puter ageu2019s donkey
After the angel of death loads all bodies ark joins to the moving caravan listening to the information given by iron ageu2019s donkey on the endless road they travel
for a long time on their way they stop in several places and load newly dead bodies then they stop in eme
Rald green grass with flowers in front of a transparent temple whose gateu2019s and windowsu2019 frames are in massive gold and whose wall are made of crystal
two awfully beautiful teen age angels are waiting in front of its gate and on it hundreds of doves are flying around the re he sees that the life water was spurting out
among the leaves of u201cailanthusu201d tree having its roots up and branches down is connected in a massive gold pool and that from seven gold fountains of this
pool the life water is dropping into seven bowls under them iron ageu2019s don key informs ark about the life water dropping into bowls they leave there and after
travelling for a long time in this timeless world they come to an endless sea of fire burning continuously in the middle of the sea thereu2019s an island half of which is
in emerald and the other half is in gold color and seven waterfall are flowing down from the sky on the island with divine melo
Dies ark realizes that several strange creature in the emerald color part of the island are put ting the ladles in their hands in to sea of fire and after pouring them into
the moulds theyu2019re loading them the comets lying on the floor in the gold color part of the island millions of lights are circulating around a splendid holy sun
composed of unknown colours and singing hymns and thousand of doves are also flying around with them praising the god with words of
U201c gu gu guuu gu gu guuu
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